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Abstract—This paper tells that how project management works with all the resources which is needed in doing any project. Resources are very essential part of project management. A comprehensive literature says about the project management what methods should be done in doing any project. There are different methods for doing any project for example building properties and commercials have their own method. The model highlights that what are the requirements needed to do any project and how project can be done. This covers all the factors on which project management is dependent. The project management depends on various sources in which they all have different role. Every source is required to manage a project. The model is used for the projects to make them better and understanding projects. In this various things about doing a project is mentioned. The paper shows how project management depend on other variables and how projects are managed by other independent variable.

Index Terms—Project Management; Resource Management; Scope Management; Time Management; Money Management.

I. INTRODUCTION

The project management concentrated on a significant segment on a goal look for entire framework operation it depends upon all the resources which is going to be used or which has been used for doing any project [1]. The project management is a connection to different system which is useful any organization. It can be used in any organization like commercials, properties and many more [2]. This says every one of the frame work recorded have one element in like manner in project management [3]. This says project management is arrangements of sorting out, coordinating and controlling the applications [4]. This says that project management concentrates on choices and situations. In project management we learn decision making and different type of situations [5]. This says that project management have different resources which used in doing any project. In project management resources can be used in form of material and human. Resources are very useful they complete any project [6]. This says that product development is very important for success of any project it increases technical knowledge and create innovative ideas [7]. This says that after so many year study of project management changes and they use R&D management. R&D management used to manage any project it helps to tell how much time a project will take and cost of the project [8]. The project management is having different types of models and agreements which is used in properties, commercial dealings and other projects. In project management every project has their own conditions and those conditions are in form of agreements. Before doing any project any organization will do agreement so in the last there will no problem in the project [9]. In project management there are different techniques to solve problems which comes while doing any project which help us in our daily life also [10].

II. PROJECT MANAGEMENT

I agree with the authors the project management developed by scholars and now used by everyone which should follow the same method which they have used while doing projects [11]. This says the project management have different resources which are also used in software’s and in many other projects [12]. The author says that there are different commitments to the regulating writing through investigating project management [13]. The author says that in projects there are forms toward activities as social procedures, item creation as the prime concentration, limit conceptualization undertakings toward more extensive of tasks [14]. As per him new streams of research show the need to move from an existence cycle model of undertakings and venture man-understanding toward speculations of the many-sided quality of activities [15]. The fundamental presumption in the development models is that there is a relationship between larger amounts of development and enhanced authoritative execution [16].
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III. RESOURCES

The primary module had three papers on a subject of water quality administration and second was a talk of a portion of the issues of educating asset in resource management [17]. A reasoning of incorporated asset administrative will reflect sympathy toward both assets and individuals [18]. The degree to which the NHS can gain from pilot activities, for example, this is immensely reduced [19]. On the off chance that the pace is to such an extent that changes take after each other without an interceding chance to survey their autonomous effect [20]. The rest of this presentation puts these verbal confrontations inside the worldwide approach setting and gives some foundation to the examination which illuminates this paper [21]. The following area presents the contextual investigation and highlights the key, social, political and
natural settings in which the examination is set [22].
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IV. SCOPE

The extent of quantifiers and of other consistently dynamic expressions are a standout amongst the most imperative determinants of the coherent type of the sentences of both formal and normal dialects [23]. The scope of the project should be defined before we start doing any project because scope is important for any project without it we cannot accomplish any project [24]. The degree workshop was to concentrate on biological outcomes of mercury tainting and two workshops would in this manner enough supplement each other [25]. Just the operator can give some no contractible exertion that extends the extent of the management [26]. New tasks frame incorporates the accompanying progression of biological communities [27]. To further comprehension of the biophysical, social and monetary determinants of maintainability in biological frameworks, and utilize the data to invigorate the usage of approaches for more practical asset utilize [28].

V. TIME

The each of the six creators sometimes is the compelling administration of time a rare and profitable asset, incorporated into this planning the time administration master of the decade is David Allen [29]. His book Getting Things Done supporters a basic arrangement of dealing with the data assaulting us and keeping it from overpowering our brains [30]. Time-management is a basic ability for all understudies, especially low maintenance ones [31]. The way by which the primary speaks with the instructor can decide the accomplishment of this technique [32]. It is basic that principals utilize the time allotted to instructional supervision all the more adequately [33]. There are numerous classes of errands (occupation for PCs and unsettling influences for managers) in the assigned zone [34].

VI. MONEY

The structure of the expense excluded cash administration industry is to great extent in view of the model of the corporate support as remaining inquirer and leader [35]. This findings can one sense of comforting, for it contends against administration are fundamental for people from various financial groupings [36]. To encourage of composing a progression of checks and record check composing, the ability was given to them in a checkbook enroll [37]. The money is kept in a enlist and a story to the necessities of a secondary school understudy is been clerk [38]. A pay understudy going to end up a working record is kept in individual organizers along national. [39]. The framework is successful just when restricted to overseeing unobtrusive entitlatures of Money [40].

VII. RESEARCH METHOD

Project Management tells us how to manage any project with an organization or in daily life. Project management have vast information about how we complete any project with the help of various resources. I have searched about project management in many journals, online and in news. Project management method used for public management also we can control public in U.K. how public of U.K. is involving in public sector and extending financial also [41]. This paper tells us about the risk in project management how they can occur if we do not provide proper resources for doing any project. Risk can occur anywhere while doing a project it can be in initial stage or last stage or in middle [42]. This paper tells us about the big technology that is Operation research, System Engineering and Project management. In which he has explained how these three things are important in our daily life and how we manage all the work by using these technologies [43].

VIII. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

It shows that project management have different aspects and different methods which are used in many organizations to do any project. Every project has different ways to get completed but they all depends on same factors for example Time, Money, Scope and Resources.

IX. CONTRIBUTION AND NEW INSIGHT

The contribution in this paper is from journal, news, online data and articles. Many journals have different information about project management in which they have explained all the techniques and methods from which we can complete our project. In every journal it is defined that how project can be handled in different situations. All authors discussed how project management is useful for daily life task also.

X. CONCLUSION

Project management is a research in which we apply different methods to handle any projects. It has various parts in which it is defined that how project management is dependent on all its variables. Learning Project Management is very useful because it helps us to increase knowledge about how to do any project as well as it helps us to learn how to manage life. Project management is possible if there are resources, time, money and scope which are essential part of project management. Scope of the project should be defined before we start doing any project. It helps us to handle any task or activity in life how to manage them within given time. Various risk factors also defined in project management.
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